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We explore the existence and underlying neural mechanism of a new norm endorsed by both black and white Americans for managing interracial
interactions: racial paralysis, the tendency to opt out of decisions involving members of different races. We show that people are more willing to make
choicessuch as who is more intelligent, or who is more politebetween two white individuals (same-race decisions) than between a white and a black
individual (cross-race decisions), a tendency which was evident more when judgments involved traits related to black stereotypes. We use functional
magnetic resonance imaging to examine the mechanisms underlying racial paralysis, to examine the mechanisms underlying racial paralysis, revealing
greater recruitment of brain regions implicated in socially appropriate behavior (ventromedial prefrontal cortex), conflict detection (anterior cingulate
cortex), deliberative processing (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex), and inhibition (ventrolateral prefrontal cortex). We also discuss the impact of racial
paralysis on the quality of interracial relations.

INTRODUCTION
Imagine stepping onto a crowded subway car, shopping bags in each
hand, and finding two seats left, each next to a similarly dressed man:
one white, the other black. Where would you sit? If you are white,
choosing to sit next to the white passenger raises the concern that you
will be seen as biased, while choosing to sit next to the black passenger
raises the concern that you will be seen asperhaps disingenuouslybowing to political correctness. Nor does being black solve
the dilemma; even for a black passenger, either decision appears to
constitute a choice made on the basis of race. What happens in these
common situations, when individuals must decide whom to sit next to
on a bus or stand next to in an elevator, or in even more consequential
decisions, such as whom to hire or admit to college?
We suggest that the concern about appearing biased elicited by such
situations creates conflict about the appropriate response. As a result,
one popularif sometimes suboptimalsolution is to opt out of the
decision altogether in an effort to display racial neutrality. Despite the
weight of their shopping bags, individuals may choose to forgo either
seat and remain standing, rather than risk the appearance of bias.
We suggest that similar solutions to such problems are representative
of an emerging trend in interracial relations, which we term racial
paralysis: the tendency for people to opt out of situations that require
choices seemingly made on the basis of race.
Racial neutrality and racial paralysis
Decades of research in social psychology have explored the tension
and negative affect that interracial interactions can engender, with
heightened concerns about doing something ‘wrong’ or behaving inappropriately in such interactions (e.g. Stephan and Stephan, 1985;
Vorauer et al., 1998; Richeson and Shelton, 2003; Shelton, 2003;
Vorauer and Turpie 2004; Shelton et al., 2005). Most relevant to
the present investigation, people seek to appear race-neutral when
making decisions between members of different races. In research
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on aversive racism, for example, while whites continue to exhibit
bias against blacks, they do so only when they are able to justify
that behavior to themselves and others (Snyder et al., 1979;
Crandall and Eshleman, 2003; Dovidio and Gaertner, 2004). In fact,
research demonstrates that once ‘stuck’ in situations in which their
discrimination would be obvioussuch as when the only bystander in
view of a black person in need of helpwhites can behave more
positively towards blacks (Gaertner and Dovidio, 1986; Pearson
et al., 2009), though they are still likely to claim that race was not
a factor in their decision (Hodson et al., 2002; Norton et al., 2004).
Whether allowing a poorly dressed black patron to enter a restaurant
for fear of appearing biased or refusing to help a black person when
one can justify it (Dutton, 1971; Dovidio and Gaertner, 1981), interracial situations evoke feelings of uncertainty stemming from a desire
to appear unbiased. We suggest that this desire in some cases can lead
people to wish to appear as though they have no preference at all.
This desire for racial neutrality has become increasingly prevalent
in American culture, as reflected by the emergence of norms of
colorblindness (Wolsko et al., 2000; Richeson and Nussbaum, 2004;
Pager and Quillian, 2005; Norton et al., 2006; Apfelbaum et al., 2008;
Plaut et al., 2009; Vorauer et al., 2009). While norms of colorblindness
likely arose from well-meaning intentions‘the best way to be
egalitarian is to not even notice race’the norms provide very little
guidance in everyday situations, such as the subway situation with
which we opened. If showing any preference in any situation can be
construed as evidence of bias, how should a person in a diverse setting
behave? We suggest that norms of racial neutrality can in some situations induce ‘racial paralysis’, where people’s concern with appearing
unbiased can inhibit both what they say and what they doall in the
direction of saying and doing nothing, but rather opting out of such
situations altogether.
We use a paradigm that captures the most basic form of this
dilemma: forgoing a choice between two individuals of different
races solely on the basis of photographs of their faces. Such an unwillingness to judge faces would stand in stark contrast to people’s skill at
face perception (Chernoff, 1973; Zebrowitz, 1997; Smith et al., 2005)
and willingness to make judgments on that basis. For instance, people
are quick to form judgments on the basis of facial attractiveness
(Zebrowitz and McDonald, 1991; Willis and Todorov, 2006) and are
also willing to choose between individuals on the basis of attractiveness
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Goals of the experiments
We first wanted to establish that people are less willing to choose
between members of different races than members of the same race.
We predicted that emerging norms of racial neutrality make picking
either a white person or a black person inappropriate, leading people
not to favor members of one race over another, but instead to opt out
of decisions altogether. Our second goal was to identify moderating
factors and potential boundary conditions of racial paralysis. In
particular, we explore whether all cross-race choices increase opting
out, or if this response is specific to cross-race choices involving traits
that are relevant to black stereotypes (e.g. ‘intelligence’). We suggest
that opting out is a strategic response that people adopt to avoid
seeming racially biased. As with previous research suggesting people’s
sensitivity to factors that increase concerns of appearing biased (e.g.
Blanchard et al., 1991; Apfelbaum et al. 2008), we predicted that opting
out would be employed more frequently when cross-race choices
involved a stereotype-relevant traitwhen such judgments were more
loaded with racial connotations.
Our third goal was to elucidate the mechanisms underlying racial
paralysis by measuring brain activity while participants engaged in a
series of same-race and cross-race judgments. In particular, we wished
to demonstrate that cross-race decisions were associated with the
recruitment of brain regions that detect and signal conflict as well as
brain regions that mediate deliberative processing and implement
cognitive control, a finding which would support our contention
that cross-race decisions evoke both feelings of uncertainty and
compel people to strategise on how to respond in a socially appropriate
manner.
As a result, we expected cross-race judgments to be associated with
increased recruitment of four particular brain regions. First, we predicted greater recruitment of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC),
which monitors for conflict and signals the need for controlled processing and further deliberation (Petersen et al., 1988; Carter et al.,
1998; Botvinick et al., 2001; Lieberman, 2003, 2007; Kerns et al., 2004).
Second, we expected greater activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (DLPFC), which supports efforts to collect, deliberate on and
integrate information before choice (Waltz et al., 1999; Christoff and
Gabrieli, 2000; Goel and Dolan, 2000). Third, we anticipated that
cross-race choices would be associated with increased activity in the
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC), a region implicated in inhibiting preferred but contextually inappropriate responses (Kowalska
et al., 1991; Casey et al., 1997). We have suggested that the tendency

to avoid cross-race choices should be particularly acute when the decision is about traits related to black stereotypes. In light of its involvement in encoding and signaling the emotional value of decisions and
behaviors, especially those that threaten normative and moral prescriptions (Damasio et al., 1991; Greene et al., 2001; Beer, Heerey et al.,
2003; Camille et al., 2004; Koenigs et al., 2007; Krajbich et al., 2009),
we expected to observe heightened ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(VMPFC) activity during cross-race comparisons about traits related
to black stereotypes.
After first establishing the hypothesised behavioral effect
(Experiment 1)increased opting out of cross-race choices involving
traits that are relevant to black stereotypeswe measured cortical
activity while participants made cross-race and same-race choices in
a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner (Experiment 2).
EXPERIMENT 1
Method
Participants (N ¼ 46; 36 Asian, 8 White, 1 Native American,
1 Hispanic; mean age ¼ 22.5; 58.7% female) participated in exchange
for monetary compensation. The experiment had a 2 (choice set:
same-race, cross-race)  2 (stereotype relevance: relevant, irrelevant)
repeated-measures design.
Upon arrival in the laboratory, each participant was greeted by a
female experimenter and directed to sit in front of a Dell PC computer.
Participants were informed that they would see two faces on the screen
at a time with a single characteristic listed at the top of the screen, and
that their task was to indicate, via a key press, which person was more
likely to exemplify the characteristic that was listed, or whether they
had no gut feeling. For each trial, a fixation-cross appeared at the
center of the screen for 3000 ms, then was replaced with a screen displaying two faces side by side and the phrase ‘I have no gut feeling’
between the faces. The target trait appeared at the top of the screen.
This screen remained visible until a response was recorded and
participants completed a total of 90 trials.
Stimuli comprised a total of 60 different male faces presented on
a black background. Fifteen of the images presented black males, and
45 images presented white males, such that there were 15 cross-race
(one white and one black) and 15 same-race (two white) choices.
Each image was approximately 150  200 pixels. A total of 30 different
characteristicsdrawn in part from previous investigations of stereotypes against blacks (e.g. Devine, 1989; Devine and Elliot, 1995; Fiske
et al., 2002)were used in the study, half of which were relevant to
black stereotypes (e.g. intelligent, articulate) and half of which were
irrelevant (e.g. restless, strict) based on pre-testing (Appendix A).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) of 2 (choice set:
same race, cross-race)  2 (stereotype relevance: relevant, irrelevant)
revealed that participants were less likely to make cross-race choices
(M ¼ 0.80, s.e. ¼ 0.03) than same-race choices (M ¼ 0.83, s.e. ¼ 0.02),
F(1, 45) ¼ 3.84, P ¼ 0.056, and were significantly less likely to make
choices involving stereotype relevant (M ¼ 0.79, s.e. ¼ 0.03) than
irrelevant traits (M ¼ 0.84, s.e. ¼ 0.02), F(1, 45) ¼ 11.41, P ¼ 0.002.
These effects were qualified by a marginally significant interaction,
F(1, 45) ¼ 3.46, P ¼ 0.07, which as predicted was driven by the fact
that opt out rates were significantly higher when participants made
cross-race decisions about stereotype-relevant traits relative to when
they made choices in the other three contexts, F(1, 180) ¼ 4.54,
P < 0.04. Consistent with our hypothesis, participants were significantly less likely to make choices involving relevant (M ¼ 0.76,
s.e. ¼ 0.03) than irrelevant traits (M ¼ 0.84, s.e. ¼ 0.02) when making
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(Johansson et al., 2005); indeed, people generally are comfortable
making choices between people based on their faces on a variety of
dimensions (Hassin and Trope, 2000).
In the example with which we opened, however, all these fine-tuned
processes appear to come to a crashing halt. In particular, we suggest
that choosing between two individuals from different racial groupsin
theory employs many of the same processes as choosing between
members of the same groupsis in practice something that people
are loathe to do. It is not that judging people based on their race is
inherently more difficult, since categorising people by their race
is a relatively effortless task (Montepare and Opeyo, 2002; Ito and
Urland, 2003), and people do draw inferences about members of
other racial groups based on their photographs (Blair et al., 2002).
Instead, we suggest that while choosing between two faces of the same
race constitutes mere perceptual discrimination between those individuals, choosing between members of different races has greater significancedue to the concern that any decision may serve as an
evidence of biasand therefore induces greater decision conflict, leading individuals to opt out.
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Racial paralysis
cross-race choices, t(45) ¼ 3.57, P ¼ 0.001, while choice rates for
same-race choices did not depend on the relevance of the trait, t < 1, ns.
Among participants who did not opt out of cross-race choices,
there was a slight preference for picking the white candidate for both
relevant (M ¼ 0.45) and irrelevant (M ¼ 0.46) judgments, compared to
choice rates for blacks (Ms ¼ 0.31 and 0.38, respectively).
EXPERIMENT 2
Having established behaviorally our prediction that participants are
most likely to opt out of cross-race judgments involving characteristics
relevant to black stereotypes, we next conducted an imaging studyusing the same 2 (choice set: same-race, cross-race)  2 (stereotype
relevance: relevant, irrelevant) repeated measures design, to explore
brain regions associated with racial paralysis.

fMRI analysis
Functional MRI data were analysed using Statistical Parametric
Mapping software (SPM8, Welcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, London, UK; Friston et al., 1995). For each functional
run, data were preprocessed to remove sources of noise and artifact.
Preprocessing included slice timing and motion correction, coregistration to each participant’s anatomical data, normalisation to the ICBM
152 brain template (Montreal Neurological Institute), and spatial
smoothing with an 8 mm (full-width-at-half-maximum) Gaussian
kernel. Analyses took place at two levels: formation of statistical
images and regional analysis of hemodynamic responses. For each participant, a general linear model with 30 regressors was specified. For
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each run, the model included regressors specifying the four conditions
of interest (modeled with functions for the hemodynamic response),
six motion-related regressors, a regressor for each of the first four brain
volumes collected, and a regressor constant term that SPM automatically generates and includes in the model. The general linear model
was used to compute parameter estimates ( ) and t-contrast images for
each comparison at each voxel. These individual contrast images were
then submitted to a second-level, random-effects analysis to obtain
mean t-images.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We followed the same analytic strategy as Experiment 1. We first
examined overall differences between cross-race and same-race
choices, then turned to exploring interaction effects, and finally
focused on the condition in which we expected racial paralysis to be
most extreme, as confirmed by the behavioral data in Experiment 1:
cross-race choices involving stereotype-relevant traits. Again as in
Experiment 1, we conducted contrast analyses comparing these judgments to the other three types of judgments (same-race judgments
involving relevant and irrelevant traits, and cross-race judgments
involving irrelevant traits).
To determine which regions were more active when participants
made cross-race relative to same-race choices, regardless of the
stereotype-relevance of the trait, we computed the direct contrast
‘cross-race choices > same-race choices’, P < 0.001; k ¼ 10. Consistent
with the view that cross-race choices evoke conflict and feelings of
uncertainty, the ACC (6 33 24; BA32) was significantly more active
during cross-race relative to same-race choices. Cross-race choices
were also associated with greater recruitment of bilateral DLPFC
(15 42 31; 27 51 23; BA9), a brain area that supports explicit
attempts by decision-makers to reflect, integrate and deliberate on
information before choosing, and greater recruitment of bilateral
VLPFC (33 26 11; 36 20 18; BA47), a brain area that plays a
central role in inhibiting instinctively preferred but contextually
inappropriate responses. No brain regions exhibited significantly
greater activity while participants made same- relative to cross-race
choices at this threshold (Table 1; Figure 1).
We next explored brain areas that exhibited significant interaction
effects. Consistent with our predictions, results revealed that the effect

Table 1 Peak coordinates of brain regions that where activity during cross-race choices
was significantly greater than activity during same-race choices, P < 0.001, k ¼ 10;
k ¼ contiguous voxels
k

Cross-race
30
50
113
40
15
11
40
71
119
14
11
27
11

Anatomical location

choices > Same-race choices
R. DLPFC
L. DLPFC
L. VLPFC
R. VLPFC
L. ACC
R. superior frontal
L. posterior cingulate
R. cuneus
R. lingual
R. middle temporal
L. middle temporal
R. superior temporal
L. superior temporal

BA

9
9
47
47
32
6
30
18
18
21
21
39
22

Coordinates

t-value

x

y

z

27
15
33
36
6
15
18
15
12
60
50
50
48

51
42
26
20
33
17
61
84
58
29
7
54
11

23
31
11
18
24
54
7
15
7
5
16
25
4

5.23
5.96
9.01
4.75
4.64
4.24
4.43
5.50
4.47
4.90
4.56
4.52
4.07

The opposite contrast revealed no significant differences at this threshold. (L.) ¼ Left; (R.) ¼ Right;
(BA) ¼ Brodmann Area.
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METHODS
Participants (N ¼ 18; 12 females; mean age ¼ 22.7; 9 Caucasians,
2 Hispanics, 7 Asians) completed the experiment for monetary compensation. All participants were strongly right-handed as measured by
the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Raczkowski et al., 1974), reported no significant abnormal neurological history, and had normal
or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.
Stimuli comprised the same 60 faces and 20 of the traits10 relevant, 10 irrelevantused in Experiment 1 (Appendix A). Participants
were given the same instructions as in Experiment 1that they would
see two faces on the screen and a trait and that their task was to
indicate via response keys which person was more likely to exemplify
the characteristic, or to indicate that they had no gut feeling. Each trial
had the same format as Experiment 1; participants in Experiment 2
completed a total of 120 trials.
Participants were scanned in two event-related functional (EPI)
runs. A total of 147 volumes were collected in each EPI run. Across
the two runs, participants completed 30 of each trial type for a total of
120 trials. Each trial lasted for a duration of 1.5 TRs (the TR was 2 s).
The remaining 57 EPI volumes were jittered catch trials (i.e. fixation
symbols, ‘þ’) used to optimise estimation of the event-related BOLD
response. The stimuli were presented using Presentation (Version 12.1)
and back projected with a liquid crystal display (LCD) projector onto
a screen at the end of the magnet bore that participants viewed by way
of a mirror mounted on the head coil. Pillow and foam cushions
were placed within the head coil to minimize head movements. All
images were collected using a GE scanner with standard head coil.
T1-weighted anatomical images were collected using a 3D sequence
(SPGR; 180 axial slices, TR ¼ 19 ms, TE ¼ 5 ms, flip angle ¼ 208,
FOV ¼ 25.6 cm,
slice
thickness ¼ 1 mm,
matrix ¼ 256  256).
Functional images were collected with a gradient echo EPI sequence
(each volume comprised 27 slices; 4 mm thick, 0 mm skip;
TR ¼ 2000 ms, TE ¼ 35 ms, FOV ¼ 19.2 cm, 64  64 matrix; 848 flip
angle).
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Table 2 (Top) Peak coordinates of brain regions where the effect of relevance on activity
was greater for cross- versus same-race comparisons, P < 0.001, k ¼ 10; k ¼ contiguous
voxels (Bottom) Peak coordinates of brain regions where the effect of relevance on
activity was greater for same- versus cross-race comparisons.
k

Anatomical location

BA

coordinates
x

Effect of relevance greater for cross versus same-race
19
B. VMPFC
12
6
12
2
15
R. DLPFC
8/9
24
13
L. angular gyrus
22
36
15
R. precuneus
31
12
Effect of relevance greater for same versus cross-race
55
R. middle occiputal gyrus
18
24
28
R. cerebellum
37

t-value
y

z

37
45
22
72
34

4
5
34
31
31

4.63
3.94
4.67
4.26
4.40

93
69

8
12

3.87
3.51

P < 0.001, k ¼ 10 (B.) ¼ Bilateral; (L.) ¼ Left; (R.) ¼ Right; (BA) ¼ Brodmann Area.

of trait relevance was significantly greater for cross versus same-race
judgments in an aspect of the VMPFC (6, 37, 4; BA 12), P < 0 .001;
k ¼ 10, a brain area that plays a central role in signaling the emotional
value of decisions and behaviors. Stereotype relevance also moderated
the effect of choice set in a region of the right DLPC (24 22 34; BA 8/9),
the left angular gyrus (36 72 31; BA 39) and an aspect of the
precuneus (12 34 31; BA 31). The effect of trait relevance was
significantly greater for same versus cross-race judgments in two

regionsa cluster in the right middle occipital gyrus (24 93 8; BA
18) and a cluster in the cerebellum, P < 0.001; k ¼ 10 (Table 2).
Finally, we examined regions which were significantly more active
during cross-race choices about relevant traitsthe judgments we predicted would be most likely to elicit racial paralysis, and confirmed by
data from Experiment 1relative to the other three judgments.
Consistent with our predictions, cross-race choices about relevant
traits were associated with significantly greater VMPFC (0 50 6;
BA10) recruitment than the other three conditions, P < 0.001; k ¼ 10,
(Figure 2). Furthermore, stereotype relevance moderated the effect of
choice set in the ACC (12 27 21; BA32), bilateral DLPFC (30 19 32;
18 45 27; BA9) and bilateral VLPFC (27 20 14; 33 20 -14; BA47).
No brain regions exhibited significantly less activity during cross-race
choices about relevant traits compared to the other three choice contexts at this threshold (Table 3). These results demonstrate a role for a
key moderator of the tendency to opt out of cross-race decisions: the
relevance of the particular decision to stereotypes about black
Americans. As we expected, and the behavioral data confirm, opting
out of cross-race decisions was more pronounced for more sensitive
judgments than more innocuous judgments. This increased sensitivity
to stereotype-relevant judgments was accompanied by increased
VMPFC recruitment, a brain region implicated in self-conscious emotions that plays a central role in the regulation of behaviors and judgments governed by strong social and moral norms. In addition,
cross-race decisionswhen compared with same-race decisionswere
associated with increased activation of ACC, DLPFC and VLPFC,
regions involved with conflict, deliberation and inhibition of
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Fig. 1 Percent signal change by condition in regions that exhibited a significant main effect of choice set, P < 0.001, k ¼ 10; k ¼ contiguous voxels. (Top) is a cluster in the ACC (6 33 24; BA32); (Middle) is a
cluster in the right DLPFC (27 51 23; BA9); (Bottom) is a cluster in the left VLPFC (36 20 18; BA10). Values were computed by dropping a 10 mm sphere at the cluster’s peak, extracting the % signal change
with the tools provided by the MarsBar interface (Brett et al., 2002), and then averaging across all participants.

Racial paralysis
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Table 3 Peak coordinates of brain regions where activity during cross-race comparisons
involving relevant traits was significantly greater than the average of the other three
choice context conditions, P < 0.001, k ¼ 10; k ¼ contiguous voxels
k

Anatomical location

BA

coordinates
x

Cross-race/relevant > Average of other three conditions
35
B. VMPFC
10
0
44
R. DLPFC
9
30
95
L. DLPFC
9
18
31
R. DLPFC
9
21
44
L. VLPFC
47
27
44
R. VLPFC
47
33
19
R. VLPFC
47
45
60
L. ACC
32
12
32
R. superior frontal
6
18
24
L. superior frontal
6
9
24
R. superior temporal
39
52
10
L. middle temporal
22
57
16
R. hippocampus
24
10
R. precuneus
31
6
14
R. thalamus
18

t-value
y

z

50
19
45
48
20
20
15
27
11
17
54
41
38
63
26

6
32
27
27
14
14
1
21
55
51
21
2
2
25
1

3.77
6.35
6.32
4.62
5.95
5.52
5.15
4.49
4.66
4.82
4.82
4.41
4.81
3.45
3.45

The opposite contrast revealed no significant differences (B.) ¼ Bilateral; (L.) ¼ Left; (R.) ¼ Right;
(BA) ¼ Brodmann Area.

responses, respectively. The implication of these regions in cross-race
decisions offers support for our account that the fear of appearing
biased evoked by such situations leads to conflict, greater reflection
and a resulting tendency to opt out.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
We demonstrate that while people are willing to make choices between
two members of the same group (two white males) on the basis of

nothing more than their photographs, they experience racial paralysis
when making judgments about members of different groups (a white
and a black male), choosing to opt out of such decisions altogether.
Somewhat ironically, people’s efforts to honor racial neutrality by not
choosing provides the very evidence that they do notice race; after all, if
they truly did not notice race, they would be as likely to make choices
in same-race and cross-race judgments. This tendency to opt out was
most pronounced for judgments that were more relevant to stereotypes
about blacksand therefore more likely to elicit concerns about
appearing biasedas reflected both in opt out rates and activation in
brain regions related to emotionally guided choice. Thus, despite the
extraordinary ability of humans to decode faces in order to facilitate
judgments and decisions about others, changing the context seems to
abruptly change these processes.
This is not to suggest that this reluctance is universal across all
individuals and all choices. First, while individuals across the political
spectrum are motivated to appear unbiasedreporting more positive
attitudes than implicit measures reveal (Nosek et al., 2002)people’s
motivation to appear unbiased (Dunton and Fazio, 1997; Plant and
Devine, 1998) may predict people’s avoidance of choice. Second,
situational factors, such as making choices more public or assuaging
people’s concern about appearing biased (Monin and Miller, 2001)
would likely moderate our results. Finally, we have focused on the
most salient judgment, between one white male and one black male,
but the judgment tasks we use here could incorporate other ethnicities
or social categories (e.g. gender or physical disability) to explore more
generally the unwillingness to make choices between members of different social groups; indeed, the frequency with which people opt out
of decisions between members of different social groups (for example,
between an obese and normal weight person) could be used as a
metric for concern about appearing biased towards those groups
(Crandall et al., 2002).
We conducted a follow-up study to address two alternative explanations. First, it is possible that whites might fail to make a choice in the
cross-race condition not due to the different races but rather because
the presence of any black face in the array makes choice suspect;
our account, however, holds that refusal to choose occurs only when
faces are of different races. Second, it is also possible that a failure to
choose between a white and black face is due to whites’ relative lack of
familiarity with black faces (Malpass and Kravitz, 1969), making
judgments about such faces more difficult; if this were the case, then
judgments between two black faces would be particularly difficult,
while our account suggests that these judgments are relatively easy.
White participants (N ¼ 41) were asked to choose which of two
people they thought would perform better in college, and saw either
two white faces, two black faces, or one white and one black face. As
before, participants were quite willing choosing when the faces were
both white (79%); most importantly, they were equally willing when
the faces were both black (86%). Overall, then, 82% of participants
expressed a preference when the faces were the same race; when presented with one black face and one white face, however, only 46% did
so; 2 (1) ¼ 5.56, P < 0.02.
Finally, we have defined same-race and cross-race choices as a choice
between two individuals of the same or different races; of course, it is
possible that the race of the decision-maker creates a different kind of
same- versus cross-race comparison, where members of different racial
groups are relatively more or less likely to experience racial paralysis
when confronted with cross-race decisions. The results from our
behavioral study suggest that Asian respondents are likely to experience
racial paralysis, but would black respondents demonstrate racial
paralysis when choosing between white and black targets? We
recruited respondents (N ¼ 296, Mage ¼ 44.6, s.d. ¼ 12.8) using an
online survey research company to ensure that we had equal numbers
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Fig. 2 Percent signal change by condition in a region of the VMPFC (0 49 2; BA10) where the
activity was significantly greater when participants made cross-race choices about stereotype-relevant
traits relative to when participants made choices in the other three decision contexts, P < 0.001,
k ¼ 10; k ¼ contiguous voxels. The values were computed by dropping a 10 mm sphere at the
cluster’s peak (0 49 2), extracting the average % signal change with the tools provided by the
MarsBar interface (Brett et al., 2002), and then averaging across all participants.
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of white (N ¼ 151) and black (N ¼ 145) respondents. Respondents
were randomly assigned to decide either who would perform better
in college or who would be more likely to commit a violent crime; in
this study, all respondents made cross-race choices (between a white
and black candidate). For the college task, overall some 56% opted out,
2 (2) ¼ 50.86, P < 0 .001; these results were strikingly similar for black
and white respondents, with both blacks (57%) and whites (55%)
opting out the majority of the time, 2s (2) > 21.88, P’s < 0.001.
Similarly for the crime task, 75% of respondents opted out, 2
(2) ¼ 63.70, P < 0 .001; these results were again similar for black and
white respondents, with both blacks (65%) and whites (82%) opting
out the majority of the time, 2s (2) > 14.00, P’s < 0.001. The overall
similarity in responses from black and white respondents, together
with the results for Asian participants in the behavioral study, offer
some evidence that racial paralysis is more a function of the identities
of the targets in a decision than the identity of the decision-maker.
Our task, which focuses on simple judgments between two faces of
members of two different social groups, is a clear abstraction from the
kinds of situations with which we opened the paper: choosing whom to
sit next to on the subway, or talk to in an elevator. As we noted at the
beginning, these innocuous real-world situations are in themselves less
serious instantiations of more consequential real-world decisions, such
as whom to hire, admit to college, or send to jail. Our results suggest
that as the stakes of some choice get higher (when making a choice
relevant to a racial stereotype feels more likely to indicate that one is
biased) the incidence of racial paralysis increases. Our proxy for
importance was the relevance of the judgment to some stereotype
about blacks. We can only imagine the racial paralysis that might
ensue during discussions of real-world impactful decisions, where
speaking in favor of a white candidate over a black candidate makes
one appear racist, whereas speaking in favor of a black candidate over a
white candidate can make one appear as though one is trying too hard
not to appear racist. We suspect that in such discussions, when people
are forced to make some decision at the end of the day, decision
makers rely on other strategies to avoid the appearance of bias, such
as deferring to members of minority groups (Crosby et al., 2008).
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APPENDIX A

Traits used in Experiment 1

Traits used in Experiment 2

Relevant Traits

Irrelevant Traits

Relevant Traits

Irrelevant Traits

-

-

-

-

Intelligent
Motivated
Articulate
Responsible
Competent
Honest
Polite
Agreeable
Hardworking
Conscientious
Reliable
Patient
Play golf
Cultured
Math major

Outgoing
Quiet
Restless
Impressionable
Strict
Opinionated
Loyal
Self-conscious
Curious
Artistic
Authoritative
Funny
From Canada
Play the guitar
Have a brother

Intelligent
Articulate
Competent
Polite
Agreeable
Hardworking
Conscientious
Reliable
Patient
Math major

Outgoing
Restless
Impressionable
Strict
Opinionated
Loyal
Curious
Authoritative
Play the guitar
Have a brother
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